THE   GAPORETTO   OF   SOCIALISM
Michele Bianchi, Rossoni, Amilcare De Ambris, Filippo
Corridoni ; the last had joined up and been killed In the
war, the first three had later gone over to fascism. The
syndicalists, torn between opposing tendencies, had been
abandoned by the workers, the majority of whom supported
the federal Chamber of Labour controlled by the socialists.
The growth of socialist influence was quite recent and the
local workers maintained a certain spirit of independence,
if not of mistrust, of political parties. Further it was the
only town where, despite the socialist and communist veto,
there was a proper and well-trained organization of arditi
del popolo.
On the second day of the general strike, which the local
socialist leaders had already decided to end, fascist squads
began to arrive from the province and from Cremona.
c A hundred fascists from Cremona/ says Chiurco,
c with Farinacci, were received on the third day of the
strike, at the Garibaldi gate, with rifle-shots and hand-
grenades. The state forces intervened, armoured-cars
were brought into action ; the battle lasted several hours.
Thousands of fascists poured in from all directions and
occupied the railway stations ; fighting broke out every-
where ; bombs were thrown ; rebel squads penetrated
right into the centre of the town and attacked the
headquarters of the fascio.'
The same evening Balbo arrived with more squads, which
destroyed two railwaymen's clubs and the presses of the
paper, // Piccolo. But the leaders of the arditi del popolo were
determined to hold out to the end.
* At dawn/ according to the account of Guido Picelll,1
who had not forgotten what the war had taught him, £ the
workers went into the streets with picks, shovels, and other
tools to help the arditi to take up the roads and pavements,
tear up tram-lines, dig trenches, build barricades with
carts, benches, beams, sheet-iron, and anything else they
could find. Men and women were there, young and old,
1 Guido Picelli was killed at the beginning of January 1937 fighting
heroically in defence of Madrid for the freedom of the Spanish people and the
peoples of the world.

